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WVAHC Urges Governor Justice to Act Now 

We acknowledge your previous actions in addressing the pandemic to date have been mostly 
moderate and thoughtful, and we are grateful that you have not, as some governors did, explicitly 
politicized this issue to avoid possible further divisiveness among our state’s citizens.  

However, West Virginians for Affordable Health Care (WVAHC) believes now is the time for a 
more assertive stance in promoting vaccination to assure the safety and well-being of our citizens.  
There are good reasons to add “sticks” to what has been a mostly a “carrots” approach. We see our 
purely voluntary-only, or lottery incentive approach has not worked as hoped. 

We ask you to consider a more assertive approach for these reasons: 

• While WVAHC values individual rights highly, those who assert such rights must shoulder 
responsibilities and burdens for their actions when they pose a threat to the most vulnerable 
among us, such as the very young and our elderly. We commend you for moving quickly to 
prioritize vaccination early on for our nursing home residents but we lament the recent loss of 
an otherwise seemingly healthy 15 year-old teen dead of a heart attack from long term Covid 
effects. We at WVAHC do not accept a rationale that it is “okay” that some of us - vulnerable 
or not- must perish when preventable measures such as vaccinations and masking are at hand. 
This “ask” is to hold the social contract we all must make to preserve stability in a civilized 
society. At minimum, consideration of mandating appropriate masking would allow some to 
exercise a right to remain vaccine free while protecting others. Further, mandating masking at 
school settings is vital at this time- to protect the unvaccinated and to allow continuous school 
attendance. 

•  If unfamiliar with disease transmission and the exponential growth of the Delta variant, 
people may not understand its danger . We urge a statewide campaign to emphasize the highly 
contagious nature of the Delta variant .  

• Recent full approval of the Pfizer vaccine by the FDA may nudge some to vaccinate, but for 
busy working people with children  and without time to research answers a further nudge may 
be needed.  More public reminders that some vaccines have now completed a scientifically 
rigorous review  are needed. 

• An additional stick is needed to counter the endless stream of misinformation: for example, that 
vaccines have ended more lives than COVID [AP article, Charleston Gazette Mail, 8-28-21]. 
Sad as it is, many could now fall victim to such drivel; but they could be saved from hurting 
themselves with horse or cow de-wormer.  
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• It is time for the Governor to mandate vaccination for all employees under his lawful 
jurisdiction: whether in the corrections system, state police, and the general state employee 
workforce. With FDA full approval completed, we gratefully see our health care system 
starting to mandate vaccination as both our largest hospital systems at WVU and CAMC step 
up to mandate this for all employees- Governor, consider calling on private sector employers 
to do the same- are they not eager to see this end so we all enjoy a stronger economy sooner? 

• We call on the Governor to publicly acknowledge and remind all-- our health care system has 
finite limits! Just last week Dr. Clay Marsh, state COVID-czar, James Hoyer, state interagency 
task force director, and DHHR were all warning and reporting on rising COVID 
hospitalizations. After a low of 52 beds as recently as July 4th, the state’s now filled covid beds 
have risen to more than ten times that number by the end of August. Governor, please let’s not 
wait until we must have ICU beds in hospital parking lots, or depleted physician and nursing 
staff. We do not want to see all pediatric ICU beds filled due to COVID as in some states  or 
our ambulance services bypassing local hospitals to go to a  remote one that has beds. Let’s not 
wait to see the spectacle of refrigerator trucks in hospital parking lots to increase mortuary 
capacity. 

• Consider the healthcare costs added to public and private health insurers (not to mention many 
who may find themselves personally bankrupted). As one columnist recently noted, the average 
insurance cost for a stay on a ventilator ICU bed in Florida is $234, 732. We are unsure of 
WV’s costs, but perhaps the Governor could ask our Insurance Commission to publicize ours. 
For those counting on an ace-in-the-hole such as monoclonal antibody treatment (if available in 
your rural area) the cost is $2100 per dose compared to an estimated $40 per dose for a Pfizer 
or Moderna vaccine. According to a Peterson-Kaiser Family Foundation study cited in the same 
syndicated column, national costs for hospitalizations for non-vaccinated COVID in June and 
July alone this year were estimated at $2.3 billion- 84% of which were preventable. One would 
think this would give even a hesitant non- vaccinated taxpayer pause, but since we see no sign 
of it, it’s another reason to add the “stick”. The public sector will bear large costs through 
Medicare and Medicaid (Medicare will now require nursing facilities to vaccinate all staff). 
Even the private sector is realizing the time for sticks is at hand. Delta Airlines is imposing an 
extra charge on its unvaccinated employees to help bear the added cost burden that 
corporation is seeing in health care costs. 

In closing, we deem it appropriate to the weighty situation that serious actions are necessary on all 
our parts and further ask for your full consideration of the following actions: mandating indoor 
masking particularly in school settings; increasing public awareness of vaccines now having full 
FDA approval; mandating state employees vaccinate; and calling on private employers to mandate 
vaccines-all will go far in avoiding additional illness and deaths and placing health and well-being of 
people at the TOP of your priorities.  

Respectfully, Board of Directors, West Virginians for Affordable Health Care 
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